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The deadly bombing in Boston will undoubtedly lead to tighter security, more cameras,
more heavily armed police/soldiers on city streets and more people incarcerated. 
Police statism is advanced.  People are becoming more and more
accustomed/desensitized to such atrocities and violations of our human rights in our
daily lives. 

Funny how these "false flag?" incidents always occur with certain commonalities like 1)
happening during police or and military "exercises"; 2) gov and media immediately call it
a "terror" attack though there are no known suspects.  Our lives are more and more
circumscribed by Fear and Phantoms; 3) when it happens in the USA, there is an
instant media coverage that plays heavily on the sympathy card.  Meanwhile, every day,
somewhere else in the world, thousands are suffering and dying from violence, disease
and hunger.  No one seems to notice or care.  All of it is related to the resource wars
being waged by the USA et al (that means Canada).  Talk about propaganda and brain
washing!!

There is some good news that goes quietly unreported every day.  Indigenous people
who have been injured by colonial warfare, are finding healing.  When one finds
healing, she/he is able to reach out to others who are lost in personal pits of despair.  If
that one can uplift one more, then they are two who can work to "rescue" their family
members from the pit.  As their numbers increase and as we get stronger, more and
more will come home to rebuild our clans and nations.  Our strength comes from
Mother Earth.  Let the naysayers laugh all they want.

It is our Destiny.  We will act with impeccable timing.  We must never give up.

FYI - With more and more nonStatus Indigenous and other people being denied at the
Canada/US border because of "criminal records", when will someone launch a lawsuit
in regard to Jay's Treaty???

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biometric_passport
Canada
See also: Canadian passport

Only the ePassport (Canadian Biometric Passport) will be available to Canadians as of
1 July 2013.[5
United States
See also: United States passport

The U.S. version of the biometric passport (sometimes referred to as an electronic
passport) has descriptive data and a digitized passport photo on its contactless chips,



and does not have fingerprint information placed onto the contactless chip. However,
the chip is large enough (64 kilobytes) for inclusion of biometric identifiers. The U.S.
Department of State now issues biometric passports only. Non-biometric passports are
valid until their expiration dates.[98]
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